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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAR21 1408 3 1408 1408 1405 MAR21 131,80 2,45 131,90 131,90 131,80

MAY21 1409 -10 1418 1401 1419 MAY21 132,20 -0,15 132,60 131,00 132,35

JUL21 1434 -9 1443 1426 1443 JUL21 134,20 -0,15 134,60 133,05 134,35

SEP21 1453 -8 1460 1445 1461 SEP21 136,10 -0,15 136,45 134,90 136,25
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1405 &  1365
Resistances: 1420, 1465, 1480-1490

New York ICE:

Supports: 132,00 & 125,25
Resistances: 137,75, 136,50, 141,00 - 141,50
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last high low

1,19331 1,19885 1,19099

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The Euro held a firm tone into Thursday’s New York open with the Euro moving above 1.1950 as the dollar remained generally on the defensive.

The ECB made no changes to interest rates. Bank President Lagarde stated that the overall economic situation is to improve in 2021, but uncertainty remains.

She also noted that the inflation pick-up is mostly due to transitory factors, although projections also see a gradual increase in underlying inflation pressure. The
2021 inflation forecast has been revised up to 1.5% from 1.0% previously, but with only a marginal increase in the 2022 forecast to 1.2% from 1.1%.

Safras & Mercado said that the Brazil 20/21 coffee sales are 87% complete as of March 9th versus 86% a year ago and a five-year average of 85%. Farmers sold

about 60.7 million bags of coffee considering an estimated output of 69.5 million.

According to Cecafe February shipping figures, 3.3 million bags of coffee in all forms have been shipped. This is 9% more than February 2020 but 9% less than
January 2021. The revenue generated reached US 423.7 million, about 5% more than same month last year.

Brazil’s IBGE published their second forecast for the country’s 2021-2022 crop this week to 48.3 million bags. Arabica is forecast at 32.2 million, a decrease of
32.5 % versus the previous year, and Robusta is forecast at 15.1 million bags, an increase of 4.6 % compared to 2020.

Cooxupé, the largest coffee grower’s cooperative in Brazil, expects a 25.6% drop in coffee receipts in 2021, amid a drop in the arabica harvest, but is expected

to increase shipments with carry-over stocks of the 2020 major harvest. The cooperative's receipts would fall from a record 8.2 million bags of 60 kg in 2020 to
6.1 million in 2021.

Good rains fell over coffee areas particularly over Zona da Mata and South of Espirito Santo that have reached almost 100 ml in some places. North of Espirito
Santo and South of Bahia (Conilon areas) got good rains as well.

According to ABIC, Brazilian Roaster´s Association, local consumption (all forms including instant coffee) grew 1.34% during 2020. They stated that this increase
has happened after two consumption falls in a row during 2018 (-4,15%) and 2019 (-0,49%).

Past Monday afternoon, the Supreme Court, decided to cancel the judicial process against former president Lula. The former President immediately recovered his

political rights and could be candidate for the presidency next year. Real immediately sank with dollar exchange almost touching BR$5.90 on Tuesday, dragging
the stock market down as well. However, Central Bank has strongly intervened pushing Real back to BR$5,50 area.

Annual inflation in Brazil rose above 5% in February for the first time in four years, official figures showed on Thursday, above analysts’ expectations and almost
certainly setting the seal on an interest rate hike next week. The Central Bank was already expected to deliver the first increase in Brazilian interest rates since

2015 at its March 16-17 meeting. The latest inflation numbers open up the possibility that it may even be a 75-basis point increase.

The Vietnam Customs Authority have reported that Vietnam’s coffee exports for the month of February are down by 23.50% from the previous month, to a total

of 2,047,217 bags. This number proving to be higher than the 1.83 million bags that had been initially forecast for the month’s coffee exports. The report also
states that for the first two months of the 2021 calendar year, Vietnam coffee exports are 14.70% lower than the same period last year at a total of 4,722,317

bags. The report also indicates that the coffee export revenue for the first two months of 2021 calendar year is 11.50% lower than the same period last year at
a total of around 496 million US Dollars.

Bloomberg survey of nine analysts and traders suggested coffee farmers in Vietnam had probably sold 60% of the 20/21 crop as of March 10th, similar to levels
a year earlier. Sales may increase to 83% in June if price remains at 33,100 dong per kilo according to 4 respondents. “Farmers may sell out stocks in April or

May if the price reaches their expected range of 34,000-35,000 dong per kilo” said Le Tien Hung, chairman of Simexco DakLak.

Production in Costa Rica may come below initial estimates for 2020-21 season after adverse weather delayed bean maturation. There has been a delay in the

bean ripening process in regions 1,400m above sea level and higher due to cold weather and cloudy days. Costa Rican Coffee Institute sees a possible reduction
to about 1.5 million bags, 10% less than initial estimation.

Central American exporters are tracking concerns about container availability, though there have been no evident main disruptions yet. Container shortages
are affecting shippers mainly in Guatemala and Honduras.

Honduras - Concerns surrounding the condition of the Central American crop also remain prevalent with Honduran exports down by 29% Y/Y due to the impact

of powerful hurricanes late last year. Total coffee exports from Honduras are now estimated at 5.6 million bags, down approximately 10.8% Y/Y when compared
with USDA statistics.

The Colombian Coffee Growers Federation (FNC), through the National Coffee Research Center (Cenicafé), made public for the first time the complete
sequence of the genome (genetic library) of the coffee berry borer (CBB, Hypothenemus Hampei). The recently published research is part of the different lines of

work that seek alternatives to reduce impacts of CBB, the main coffee pest in the world, and one of the great threats to profitability of coffee farming given the
current restrictions for use of insecticides in producing and consumer countries and potential effects of climate variability.

JDE Peet’s, the world’s largest pure-play coffee and tea group, said Tuesday that net profit and sales for 2020 both fell, as the impact of lost sales in cafes due

to the Covid-19 pandemic outweighed a boom in home-use products. Full-year sales fell 4.2% to EUR6.65 billion ($7.89 billion) for 2020. On an organic basis,
sales for the year declined 0.2%.

ICE US Arabica Certs set another new high for the year at 1,836,918 bags after last 5,775-increase. Stockpiles arriving from Brazil rose by 6,080 bags whilst
Mexican certs drew by 250 bags and Rwandan certs drew by 55 bags. Of the 8,000 bags graded yesterday, 1920 bags failed whilst 6080 passed. There are

22,871 bags pending grading, the lowest amount of pending gradings since we started the Brazil semi-washed grading program.
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